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Abstract

 My research affects study of time as a physical phenomenon and its management capacity, as well as the 
possibility of providing physical effects on living and non-living objects remotely (and through the time). 
Also, my research provides understanding the general structure of the world in a philosophical and 
physical sense, identification and explanation of hidden processes occurring in the world.

The content of the article

 In this article I would like to tell about some of my scientific discoveries of global significance. First of 
all, I need to say that I am not a scientist in a conventional sense - I have no academic degrees, not an 
employee of scientific institute etc. However, I am an independent researcher using my intelligence, 
knowledge and special abilities of paranormal nature that allow me to achieve results in studying of the 
world which are inaccessible to the regular so-called "scientists". For many years I have accumulated 
knowledge, added new, repeatedly rechecked and systematized it. It is worth to add that I have already 
sent undermentioned information to the different media many times during last few years with a negative 
result but I do it again because I consider it necessary to draw public attention to these issues.

 My research affects study of time as a physical phenomenon and its management capacity, as well as the 
possibility of providing physical effects on living and nonliving objects remotely (and through the time). 
Also, my research provides understanding the general structure of the world in a philosophical and 
physical sense, identification and explanation of hidden processes occurring in the world.

  Assumed that our world exists in three dimensions, nevertheless, Earth is currently passes (or more 
precisely, has already moved to) into the higher dimension, a new stage of its development. Thus, the 
world is not more three-, but at least four-dimensional. The ordinary man lives in a three-dimensional 
perception, while I can perceive a much larger number of measurements. But regardless of whether a 
person feels the changes or not, it can be declared  that the physical factor of time is now rapidly 
decreasing ; time as it is, is no more time - it's nothing more than an illusion, although people still look at 
the clock and live as before.

  Simultaneously with the abovementioned transformations I have increased the ability of paranormal 
influence. I discovered the ability of transmitting of thoughts and smells on a distance as well as making a 
noticeable remote influence on electronics and health condition of living creatures. This became possible 
because of the unique properties of the psycho-emotional energy of my body.

 But what is more important, I am able to implement these effects through the time. Figuratively 
speaking, I am a "time machine" if we take into account the aspect of the past (indeed, the future too). In 
practice, this looks like this. Looking at the image of a human in the past, I use my subconscious to 
contact with his/her subconscious and can observe his/her reaction to my thoughts. This phenomenon 
works particularly well with the video records. For example, while watching a movie I look at the 
actor/actress and my thoughts cause a change in his/her behavior which was not in the script. Or I can 
mentally touch the actor/actress and see his/her reaction to the touch, or concentrate on a particular smell 
and see how the people on the screen react to the smell depending on whether  it is a pleasant or not . For 
example, I smoke a cigarette and see the actor's reaction to tobacco smoke according to his facial 
gestures. And this works despite the fact that this man, from a formal point of view, died many years ago. 
The same effect is seen with the video documentary chronicles: for example, I successfully implement 
this experiment  towards many historical figures of the past. Therefore, the one who wants to travel in 
time don’t need to "fly" to somewhere on a space ship with a light speed - past and future are physically 
present everywhere, at any place. The only necessary thing to do this is a "light speed" body. Thus, I 
declare that I can "transmit" a sense of touch, smell, thought through the time (it would be better to say 
that I can operate with the time; the time generates a space and a space generates a time). This 



phenomenon can be proved experimentally. To do this the one need to compare the original video record 
with post- influence video record. In fact, all of the above is largely, if not entirely, changing the previous 
scientific knowledge.

  It is necessary to add the following for the correct understanding of many phenomena in the modern 
world. Humanity is not the only form of life in the universe. Many of living forms of the fourth dimension 
(so-called "aliens"), which interests are immoral in terms of universal concepts of morality, get the ability 
of influence to mankind in their own interests with much more easiness than before during the change of 
Earth dimension. Representatives of these living forms use different methods of physical impact on the 
Earth and the humanity as well to steal human psycho- emotional energy and the gradual destruction of 
the Earth. For example, they provoke emissions of solar energy from the sun toward Earth to collapse the 
Earth's magnetosphere. It is important to note that these representatives of the living forms of fourth 
dimension hugely steal my own psycho-emotional energy to use it for implementing  their immoral plans 
in reality. Also, they allow their accomplices among the people to steal my energy too, so that these 
people can "achieve" great results without putting any effort: weak become strong, mediocre - talented, 
ugly - beautiful, etc. As an examples: the "victories" of Russian hockey team at the World Championships 
in recent years, the number of medals "won" by Russian team at the Olympics in Sochi or Putin's three 
presidential terms (similar examples can be found in other countries). Thus, I declare that most victories 
and achievements in politics, sports, business, arts, show-business and other spheres of human activities 
in recent years are falsified and "achieved" through the theft of my psycho- emotional energy.


